
We Walk Beside You: Animal Messages for an Awakening World By birchovervillage.co.uk I walk
beside you original From snails to blue whales to our beloved members of the family they disclose
witty perceptive and deeply compassionate observations of human conduct and rectify our long held
misconceptions about their behavior. I'll walk beside you book Beckoning us towards sanity and
self empowerment away from our devices and back to connection with each other and all Life the
animals ultimately show us how we can co create a world that heals and thrives. I walk beside you
song They do not talk to us by projecting voices into our heads in the English language why should
they do this? & to suggest they do is just arrogance on behalf of this Human being. I walk beside
you song After than 50 years with horses I know If a horse dislikes his hay he will tell you by nosing
it around not eating it walking through it & even peeing & manuring on it he will not project the
words this hay is crap into your mind. I walk beside you song As much as I am in tune with
animals I do not have this gift But when I read what Sandra writes it resonates beyond what I can
even explain and it It’s sort of a knowing for me that it’s correct information from them. We Walk
Beside youz lyrics One of the pages in the beginning of the book brought me to my knees for days I
am attaching the photo of The page of the book of Cecil the lion if you recall was killed by a dentist
in a trophy hunt. We Walk Beside youville Cecil gave Sandra information that When I read it I
believe from the depths of my soul is correct we are in the middle of a consciousness shift The
momentum behind awareness has begun there’s not one thing about this book that I don’t love. We
Walk Beside youz lyrics As I write this I can’t even begin to give the credit this book deserves
when I re read what I’m writing it doesn’t even begin to explain my experience and how amazing
reading this book is for me. I walk beside you song I believe by reading this book it Helps us
humans put things in perspective a little better and to try to move through and forgive and trust
ourselves every day there’s bad news but the animals have a message for us lots of messages and it
helps me to open my eyes a little better and to get through this life a little easier with the
information they give us from their perspectives. We Walk Beside youxel We are all connected in a
web that they are already tapped into and if we only knew how in tune they are than we are and
would listen to them and what they have to say we would be so better off because of it. I walk
beside you song Maybe importantly it can hurt the people who are trying to authentically better
understand and connect with animals both here and on the other side because it makes the whole
enterprise feel shaky and less believable. I walk beside you song If animals have unique
personalities (which I think they do) and different species have different cultures (which they do)
then the senses of humor should vary widely between animals rather than all sound very similar as
they do here. I walk beside you song The ideas expressed by a cow corresponded a lot like what a
vegan or animal rights activist will tell you about how cattle are raised and dealt with (horrible never
ending misery pervasive abuses etc. We Walk Beside youvs So how come this cow is sounding a lot
like a vegan or animal rights person rather than a being in touch with the truth/reality? Because it
isn't the cow who is talking. Those we love don't go away they walk beside But for allegedly
higher enlightened beings they sure spent a lot of time judging and criticizing us and very little time
encouraging pointing out our strengths or the ways we do good etc. Those we love don't go away
they walk beside Sometimes it got pretty outlandish as when we get a moral tsk tsk about stepping
on other life forms when we walk (as if other species don't do the same? as if we're supposed to feel
guilty about this?). I walk beside you original Again this sounded a lot like the anti human stance
you get from a lot of people rather than messages coming from animals inhabiting a higher
intelligence presumably that would be a balanced positive and compassionate picture. I walk
beside you lyrics However the author’s accounts have the animals using cultural references—from
a time period they weren’t even alive (eg 1970s)—which to me blurs the line between transmission
and projection. I walk beside you song I bought this book feeling open and on the heels of my own
experience connecting with horses but the narrative seems to reflect the author’s playful
imagination rather than channeling,



They walk beside us everyday
The animal kingdom finally shares its truth with humanity because enough of us are willing to listen,
Walk beside me hymn In We Walk Beside You we step inside the breathtaking world of animal
consciousness to encounter the inner lives – and voices – of animals: We Walk Beside youxt
Communicating through the vehicle of telepathy – from one mind to another –members of the animal
kingdom step forward to reveal what they want humans to finally know: I'll walk beside you book
Even significantly they deliver messages filled with the hope inspiration and vision that are so badly
needed in our current human world: We Walk Beside youville Some of the insights they reveal
include:•How the animal world accesses information about us and communicates it through a
stream of thought and energy: We Walk Beside youville •The ways that our companion animals
positively influence our thinking and help us energetically, I walk beside you song •What “animal
wise ways” will help humans to stress less trust themselves synchronize with the flow of life and
experience greater health and joy, We Walk Beside youz lyrics •How we can process life’s
challenges such as illness hardship loss fear trauma death and dying with understanding and peace.
We Walk Beside youz lyrics You may never look at a non human — or yourself — the same way
again, I'll walk beside you book We Walk Beside You: Animal Messages for an Awakening
WorldAfter the first few pages I put this book down never to pick it up again, They walk beside us
everyday I am a big believer in animal communication but we have to observe them as they use
body language & emotions. I walk beside you lyrics We must learn their language a language of
the body by observation learning & understanding. They walk beside us everyday Such a shame
this books title has so much promise but that is sadly unfulfilled. We Walk Beside youz lyrics
Being a “born this way” animal lover I cannot even begin to tell you how it spoke to me: I feel you
walk beside me I had the fortunate advantage of actually having met Sandra and listen to her
speak about her book and experiences and how the animals come through, I walk beside you song
She is an amazing human being so gifted to receive the information from them. We Walk Beside
youxel I know that I am in tune with animals and have always been but Sandra nails it when she
writes about it: Those we love don't go away they walk beside I tend to feel them but Sandra
speaks /channels them and writes their messages: Walk beside me hymn you know how you read
things and you just know that it’s right? That’s how I feel when I read this book: I walk beside you
song The messages alone are so needed right now and helpful in this changing chaotic world, I
walk beside you song Mendelson has good intentions there were far too many indications that the
messages were coming from or at least being very influenced by Ms: I feel you walk beside me
Although I tried to give her the benefit of the doubt there were too many signs that the messages
were coming from her not from any higher source: Those we love don't go away they walk beside
I'm not saying that none of the material came from the animals. We Walk Beside youvs I'm saying
that there were so many instances in which the messages seemed to be coming from Ms. I'll walk
beside you Mendelson that after about the halfway mark the whole book just lost credibility with
me: We Walk Beside youville Even when I was feeling highly skeptical I kept pressing on hoping
that there would be something that convinced me of its authenticity: We Walk Beside youzz I'm
concerned that books like this well intentioned though they are can damage the credibility of a field
that already is seen as silly and ridiculous by most people. We Walk Beside youvs Here are some
reasons why I felt why many of the messages came from or at least were heavily influenced by Ms.
I'll walk beside you Mendelson's own mind: Many of the lessons were similar to what you'll find in
many self help or new age books, I walk beside you song They seemed rather ordinary (although I
do admit I've read than my share of self help and new age books), I walk beside you song It didn't
feel like elevated wisdom from an enlightened being; it felt very familiar almost like something that
you could find on Oprah or Dr: We Walk Beside youzz She gives no evidence to validate that the
messages come from animals: I'll walk beside you book I don't know why she doesn't make an
attempt to validate any of this: I'll walk beside you book You'd think that if the messages were



important she'd want to do that so people wouldn't just write her off, Those we love don't go away
they walk beside Just ask one of the animals to do something so that the people could know the
messages were genuine but she didn't to do that, I walk beside you song In fact the one time she
does try to get them to do something (eat some nuts) she has a very difficult time. We Walk Beside
youxel The animals had a very similar sense of humor which caused me to suspect that the sense of
humor was coming from Ms, I'll walk beside you book I'm not discounting the abuses that do
occur but the picture you get from vegans is highly distorted, I walk beside you song If you take
time to research animal agriculture which I have you'll find that the vegan/AR picture is highly
distorted. We Walk Beside youvs Instead the overall sense was that animals see us as clueless
cruel idiots. We Walk Beside youvs Another example was the message that sharks just want peace
they don't want to kill; it's because the stupid human being made a ruckus that they got confused
and killed them, I walk beside you song And it takes some courage to put out a book like this, I
walk beside you original But after giving the book a fair try I can't believe the messages are
coming from the animals. We Walk Beside youz lyrics Well to be accurate they are probably
coming somewhat from the animals but they are mixed with a heavy dose of Ms. We Walk Beside
youz lyrics Whodunit I’m still reading this book because I do buy into the notion that animals
communicate with us and that we can tune in to receive messages or understanding: Those we love
don't go away they walk beside I do not doubt the author has intuitive abilities but there’s a
blurring between what’s her voice and what’s the animals’: We Walk Beside youxt Whodunit

The animals share so much wisdom through this book, I walk beside you lyrics I am going to read
it a second time to let it all soak in, I walk beside you song It fills me with hope to know that the
animals are walking beside us: I'll walk beside you book It reveals how wise and knowing animals
are and deserving of our respect, I walk beside you song Really makes you think about animals
especially being vegetarian I really feel empathy for all living breathing things. Whodunit This is a
MOST amazing book. Each message From each animalis so different and profound. I Cannot
recommend this book enough. Thank you Sandra Mendelson! Whodunit Although I believe Ms.
Mendelson's conscious and subconscious mind and belief system. I'll give some examples of that
below. I went into it with an open mind and I was patient. Instead the red flags just kept coming.
They didn't seem strange or surprising enough. Phil. It felt familiar human. It wouldn't have been
difficult either. Mendelson rather than the animals.). The animals spent a lot of time criticizing
humans. Don't get me wrong; we certainly deserve criticism. It's our fault because we disturbed
their peaceful tranquility. It was a lot of human bashing.Those are a few of the red flags. I could
name but that's enough. Again I think Ms. Mendelson probably has good intentions. I don't think
she's attempting to consciously deceive people. Mendelson's own consciousness imagination and
belief system. Whodunit I love this book. I'm a firm believer that we sadly underestimate all animals.
Whodunit A brilliant book which everyone should read. It helps us understand animals and ourselves
better. Whodunit I’m halfway through it and adore it.Amazing! Whodunit.


